BABEL CYDONIAN GATE OF GOD
The purpose of this illustration is to show that the ancient site of Babylon on Earth apparently matches the approximate ley-lines and composition of not only the Cydonia, Mars pyramid complex, but that of the extend structures. There is debate as to whether this site of Babylon was the actual site of the Tower of Babel incident.
Many would naturally presume such a supposition based solely on the name association. However, what is historically known as Babylon was not as old as the 7 Cities build after the Flood of Noah. There is a structure, another temple to the north of the Babylon site about 2.5 miles that is in ruins, but many believe this could
have been the infamous Tower of Babel. What is rather astonishing with this site is that if one projects the area of Cydonia beyond the triangulated pyramid complex, this area and another one just to the north of it appears to correspond to that of the layout on Earth. Thus, it would stand to reason that the Martian Motif is just the
proverbial ‘tip of the iceberg’ as it is part of a much larger grid of pyramid complexes. If one superimposes the phi ratio spiral for a better visual effects the, at ancient Babylon, the Temple of Murdoch is the end point of the symmetry from the structure to the north and northeast angle. This ‘apex’ it appears is then depicting a
giant pyramid that engulfs the entirety of the ancient Babylon core city. Thus, this structure corresponds to the All-Seeing Eye of Lucifer of the Masons, etc. On Mars, this same phi ratio spiral is superimposed and from the proportion, the end point bypasses the D&M pyramid. The approximate distance from such structures is 11
miles, that from the Pyramid City to a very round structure. Then from this round structure to the one corresponds to the northeast, as it corresponds to that of ancient Babylon is also 11 miles. There is a triangulation with these other structures as a subsequent 11 mile distance would fix on similar round structure.
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